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Memorandum  
TO: Zoning Committee of the Planning Commission  

FROM: Kelsey Steffen and Matt Mattauszek, CPHD  DATE: October 15, 2019 

SUBJECT: 

Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code Map Amendment:  
Future Planned Streets within the Western Subarea Regulating Plan  

 

Introduction  
The owner of the Greenbrier Apartments (the applicant) has requested an amendment to the 
Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Form Based Code (N-FBC) to reconfigure and reclassify the planned 
future streets depicted on the N-FBC Regulating Plan to facilitate potential redevelopment of their 
property.  Following a detailed assessment by a civil engineer and architect, the applicant has 
indicated the existing regulations subdividing the property through new streets create significant 
challenges to the feasibility of any future redevelopment.  In order to address significant topography 
changes across this site and design challenges associated with the abutting properties, the planned 
streets would need to shift beyond the limited flexibility currently permitted in the N-FBC. Therefore, 
this study seeks to answer the following questions:    
  
1. Street Relocation: Should planned streets within the Greenbrier Apartments be allowed to shift 

to help facilitate N-FBC redevelopment and to address significant changes in topography? 
 

2. Street Classification: Should the planned streets shown on the N-FBC Regulating Plan also be 
converted to enhanced two-way alleys?     

 
Background  
The Regulating Plan and Master Transportation Plan  
The N-FBC was adopted by the County Board in November 2013 as an implementation tool to realize 
the vision set forth in the 2012 Columbia Pike Neighborhoods Area Plan.  Both documents reflect the 
community’s goal of preserving affordable housing along the corridor through carefully drafted urban 
design principles, transportation and open space improvements, guided by regulations which reflect 
flexibility to allow sites to redevelop over time rather than through complete redevelopment.  The N-
FBC was developed as an optional zoning district tool that provides incentives for redevelopment of 
multi-family residential areas along Columbia Pike that surround its commercial centers which are 
governed by their own Form Based Code. The N-FBC’s purpose is to preserve 6,200 affordable 
housing units, encourage higher density development, and connect new housing to transportation, 
open space, and other community amenities. 
 
At the time of adoption, the N-FBC introduced a network of planned streets to be achieved in the 
future through private redevelopment and which are memorialized in a series of Regulating Plan 
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maps that serve as a visual reference for all properties eligible to use the N-FBC. These new streets 
were designed to help form a more urban block scale with additional street frontages, support more 
walkable neighborhoods with attractive streetscapes, and improve circulation for pedestrians, 
bicycles, and vehicles. Concurrently with the 2013 N-FBC adoption, the Master Transportation Plan 
(MTP) was also updated to incorporate this new network of planned streets to coincide with each of 
the N-FBC Regulating Plan maps.  However, it was understood at the time by those who developed 
and ultimately adopted this zoning tool that a more detailed analysis of topography, parcel 
consolidation, and available civil engineering plans would further inform each site’s feasibility at the 
time of redevelopment.  
 
The transportation policies for Columbia Pike reflected in the 2013 adoptions of the Neighborhoods 
FBC and Master Transportation Plan amendments aimed to:  
 

• Expand the secondary street grid, making streets and sidewalks more pedestrian-friendly, 
safe and attractive with shade trees and street lights, and building connections to make 
complete streets available for multiple modes of travel; 
 

• Accommodate planned growth in the Neighborhoods Area, providing service alleys and 
encouraging off-street delivery, reducing curb cuts and driveway entrances along arterial 
streets, and creating vibrant public places.  

 

Figure 1 shows the three planned streets 
located within the boundary of the 
Greenbrier Apartments site, as shown on 
the Master Transportation Plan (MTP). 
The three new streets (9th Street, 9th 
Road, and S. Florida Street) are all 
classified as Neighborhood Minor on the 
MTP.  This classification describes streets 
which provide access to residences and 
generally carry low traffic volumes and 
therefore do not require large travel lanes 
to function properly.  

 
 

  

Figure 1: Master Transportation Plan 

Greenbrier Apartments 
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N-FBC Regulatory Framework – Street Location  
The Regulating Plan provides specific information in a graphic format on the development 
parameters depicting how each redevelopment project should relate to its adjacent street space and 
the surrounding neighborhood.  The Regulating Plan also serves as an important reference for 
property owners to confirm which Building Envelope Standards (BES) further regulate potential 
development on their site.  Development proposals opting to use the N-FBC are required to meet all 
standards depicted on the Regulating Plan and BES with very limited opportunities for modifications.   
 
Figure 2 depicts the existing Regulating Plan as it relates to the Greenbrier Apartments and includes 
labels explaining two BES frontage types governing redevelopment of this site. In addition to the BES 
designations, the subject site includes three planned streets (solid blue color) and one “alternative 
street” (blue/white stripe) identified at the north east corner of the site.    

 

 
The current layout of the planned streets would subdivide the Greenbrier property into three 
separate buildable areas as shown in Figure 2.  Similar to the classification of existing Greenbrier 
Street, each of the planned streets are designated as Urban Residential on the Regulating Plan, 
permitting residential development of up to six stories in height.  The southern end of the property 
with frontage along Columbia Pike carries an Urban Mixed-Use BES designation, allowing 
redevelopment to reach heights of up to eight stories and which could permit non-residential uses if 
desired. There is also a small urban plaza identified on the southwest corner of the site which cannot 
be built upon and would be dedicated to the County once that portion of the site where to 
redevelop.  

Figure 2: Greenbrier Apartments Site Regulating Plan 
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N-FBC Regulatory Framework – Street Classification   
The N-FBC includes specific street cross-sections, predicated on both sides of the street redeveloping 
using the N-FBC, and provide clear dimensions measuring the distance from one future building face 
to another future building face.  Within Greenbrier Apartments, the existing regulations identify a 
typical 68-foot cross section for the north/south planned street that would be located along the 
eastern side of the site and a typical 58-foot cross section for the other two  planned streets with an 
east/west orientation, as shown in Figure 3 below.  
 
As noted earlier, the N-FBC also identifies an alternative street at the northeast corner of the site. 
The intent of this street is to improve circulation for pedestrians and bicyclists by increasing 
connectivity between streets in areas where vehicular traffic may not be feasible. This alternative 
street would require coordination among other property owners adjacent to the subject site in order 
to achieve incremental implementation with improved sidewalks and landscaping.    

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Typical N-FBC Cross Sections for Planned Streets Within Greenbrier Apartments  
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Proposed N-FBC Amendment 
With respect to two of the three planned streets, the applicant has requested to: 

1. Modify the alignment of those roadways which exceeds the 25-foot distance already 
permitted by the N-FBC as part of minor adjustments that may be necessary.  As proposed, 
shifting the roadways to the edge of the property would provide Greenbrier Apartments with 
a certain level of feasibility by eliminating a small and irregular buildable area at the north 
end of the site.  The resulting consolidated area would represent the first phase of 
development for the applicant, while a future phase would redevelop the remaining 
southern end of the property with Columbia Pike frontage.   

2. Further reclassify two of the planned streets to alleys, as shown in Figure 4 below, which 
would also result in the elimination of specific built-to lines currently located in the rear of 
the property along each side of the existing planned street.   

 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Existing and Proposed Regulating Plan  
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Regulatory Framework  
Section 2: Administration - Street Reclassification  
Per Section 205.B.1. of the N-FBC, the applicant may reclassify planned streets with County Board 
approval. Part 205.B.1. is cited below with the related text in bold.  
 

Part 205.B.1. Allowable Modifications (p.2.4) 
• In approving a new building as part of a use permit application, the County Board may modify the 

following requirements of this Code:  
• Locations of RBLs for new streets, where shown on the Regulating Plan 

 
Section 3: The Regulating Plan - Street Alignment  
Section 301.C.1. allows applicants to shift the location of planned streets up to 25 feet in either 
direction as part of development review. Since the requested proposal exceeds this distance, Section 
301.D. applies, which requires County Board approval for any significant alignment changes greater 
than 25 feet. Each of these N-FBC references are sited below with the related text shown in bold.  
 

Part 301.C.1. Streets, Blocks, Alleys and Other Public Spaces (p.3.2) 
• Where new streets are shown on the Regulating Plan with a solid fill, the center line may  

be moved up to 25 feet in either direction 
• Criteria for potential shifts:  

• The street is entirely contained within one Development Project; 
• No new dead-end streets are created; 
• No street intersections occur within 100 feet of another street intersection;  
• The Block configuration still meets the standards defined in Section 301. C.2 (block face < 

350’ and block perimeter < 1,300’); and 
• The Required Building Line corresponding to the planned street also shifts, providing the 

same overall Street-Space dimension as the original alignment”. 
 

Part 301.D. Regulating Plan Changes (p.3.4) 
• Any amendment or change to the Regulating Plan, beyond those specified above, will require 

approval by the County Board of an amendment to this Code. 
 
 

Analysis and Recommendation  
Preliminary Traffic Assessment  
Prior to the commencement of staff’s analysis of this request, the applicant conducted an initial 
traffic assessment to assess how future traffic volumes would likely be changed by redevelopment 
utilizing the adopted N-FBC street network as compared to the proposed realigned roadways internal 
to the Greenbrier Apartments. The analysis considered the potential redevelopment of the entire 
property, capturing traffic volumes from both phases of redevelopment, which would also include 
the elimination of the existing curb cut along Columbia Pike anticipated with Phase 2.  
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The traffic analysis verified future traffic conditions would still remain acceptable along Greenbrier 
Street based on the queuing results which incorporated additional density from N-FBC 
redevelopment.  In addition, the analysis confirmed that shifting the planned street to the north 
would not significantly impact conditions at the nearby intersection of 8th Road given the potential 
shorter distance between the two intersections and its effect on turning movements and potential 
queuing. A typical traffic impact study will still be required once each phase of development is 
submitted for N-FBC review.  
 
Required Building Lines (RBLs) and Buildable Areas  
As shown in Figure 5, the proposed amendment would result in two buildable areas and the 
elimination of two Required Building Lines (shown as red lines) along the future alleys if the planned 
streets were to be reclassified (shown in grey). The resulting buildable area would still be subject to 
all of the provisions found in Section 301.C.2 which govern the maximum block perimeter and 
maximum block face length, elements that would be reviewed at the time of N-FBC redevelopment.  
Given the significantly steep topography between various properties in this area, removing the RBLs 
along the rear of the Greenbrier Apartments represents a suitable adjustment that could lead to an 
improved edge condition between this site and its neighboring properties.      
 

 

Figure 5: Proposed Regulating Plan Amendment 
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Street and Alley Cross Sections  
The typical alley cross section required with N-FBC redevelopment is shown below in Error! 
Reference source not found.. Staff and the applicant both consider this condition inadequate to 
satisfy the multiple purposes the future alleys would serve in relation to the scale of development 
permitted on this site.  In order to meet the intent of the N-FBC, the new alleys should exceed the 
minimum standards and provide a more pedestrian friendly experience while more closely 
resembling the typical N-FBC street cross-sections.  Through improved landscaping and widening of 
this area, the alleys could properly accommodate various modes of travel, internal circulation, and 

access to the project’s parking and loading areas.   
 
Staff and the Form Based Code Advisory Working Group (FBC AWG) reviewed the proposed 
Regulating Plan with the following site-specific challenges in mind:  

• The existing topography is extremely steep from north to south and east to west across the 
entire Greenbrier Apartments property; 

• The Regulating Plan assumed parcel consolidation would occur between the northern-most 
section of Greenbrier Apartments and the adjacent property to the north with frontage along 
8th Road (Arlington Heights Condos); and 

• Unlike other future planned streets on the N-FBC Regulating Plan, the streets identified within 
Greenbrier Apartments only serve this particular site, without contributing to the greater 
neighborhood street network. 

 
Following their discussion and review of potential cross-sections that could be applied to the 
proposed alleys, the FBC AWG expressed support for the proposed realignment and reclassification 
of the planned streets on the Regulating Plan.  

Figure 6: N-FBC Minimum Alley Cross Section 
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In their deliberations, the FBC AWG expressed support for the proposed changes to the RBL’s 
because the change could help establish a defined front (facing west along Greenbrier Street and 
south where the other planned street would remain) and defined back (facing east and north) for the 
future development.  The proposed changes to the Regulating Plan would also address the significant 
changes in grade that exist across the Greenbrier Apartments and result in a more feasible 
development across multiple properties in this general area. Finally, the applicant has confirmed that 
their requested changes would not prevent them from delivering their segment of the alternative 
street at a later date, once additional redevelopment would occur on the neighboring properties to 
facilitate this connectivity. 

 
Specifically, the FBC AWG recommended the applicant move forward utilizing the “enhanced” alley 
cross section shown in Figure 7 below. Measured from the new building edge outward toward a 
retaining wall, the new cross section would be 41 feet wide, comprised of the following elements:  
 

• 4-foot door yard  

• 6-foot sidewalk  

• 6-foot tree pit area  

• 20-foot roadway (two travel lanes)  

• 5-foot land scape strip (in the form of a continuous tree lawn) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 7: Recommended Enhanced Alley Cross Section 
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Recommendation 
Based on the analysis above, staff recommends approval of the applicant’s request to shift two of the 
planned streets towards the edge of the Greenbrier property and to further reclassify them as alleys, 
provided the new alleys meet the cross-section illustrated in Figure 7.  

 
Community Process   
The study’s timeline includes review with the Columbia Pike Form Based Code Advisory Working 
Group (FBC AWG), and the Zoning Committee (ZOCO) of the Planning Commission, followed by the 
County Board review of the Request to Advertise report.  Unlike most zoning ordinance amendments 
to the N-FBC, however, the Planning Commission’s and County Board’s consideration of this 
amendment would not occur until such time when the N-FBC redevelopment proposal has been 
prepared and completed the standard FBC review process.   
 

• Staff presented this amendment to the FBC AWG at the July 2019 meeting.  

• Staff is distributing this memorandum via the ZOCO distribution list.  

• Staff has posted a summary of the amendment on the Zoning Studies webpage. 
 
 
Schedule  
The anticipated schedule is subject to change based upon potential adjustments to the scope and/or 
community engagement feedback.   

  
• May 2019 – Study is initiated 
• July 24, 2019 – FBC Advisory Working Group review   
• October 2019 – ZOCO review   
• November 2019 – County Board Request to Advertise  
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://projects.arlingtonva.us/plans-studies/land-use/zoning-studies/
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PROPOSED REGULATING PLAN FOR WESTERN SUBAREA 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


